From Reflection to Action: Combining Machine Learning with Expert Knowledge for Nutrition Goal Recommendations
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Abstract
Self-tracking can help personalize self-management interventions for chronic conditions like type 2 diabetes (T2D), but reflecting on personal data requires motivation and literacy. Machine learning (ML) methods can identify patterns, but a key challenge is making actionable suggestions based on personal health data. We introduce GlucoGoalie, which combines ML with an expert system to translate ML output into personalized nutrition goal suggestions for individuals with T2D. In a controlled experiment, participants with T2D found that goal suggestions were understandable and actionable. A 4-week in-the-wild deployment study showed that receiving goal suggestions augmented participants’ self-discovery, choosing goals highlighted the multifaceted nature of personal preferences, and the experience of following goals demonstrated the importance of feedback and context. However, we identified tensions between abstract goals and concrete eating experiences and found static text too ambiguous for complex concepts. We discuss implications for ML-based interventions and the need for systems that offer more interactivity, feedback, and negotiation.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Self-managing chronic conditions like type 2 diabetes (T2D) presents continual burden because it impacts countless choices individuals make in their daily lives [11]. Making healthy choices requires literacy and sustained motivation [11], and self-management is further complicated by the need for reflection and self-discovery due to high individual differences: the same choices can have profoundly different health impacts for different individuals [2, 70, 103]. These challenges contribute to growing health disparities; low income and minority communities have higher prevalence and worse outcomes from chronic diseases and lower access to resources like diabetes education [15, 46, 80].

Mobile health (mHealth) technologies can support self-management by leveraging behavior change techniques to help scaffold and support daily choices [55, 60]. Mobile and wearable devices also enable the collection of personal health data—such as diet and physical activity—which can lead to insights about the relationship between an individual’s behavior and their health state [23, 35, 71]. The field of personal informatics examines the use of personal data for reflection and increased self-knowledge, which could lead to improved health [64].

Despite this potential, many data-driven health interventions suffer from high user burden and low adoption [21, 61, 64]. The majority of interventions that incorporate self-tracking focus on viewing, visualizing, or reflecting on personal data. These approaches place the burden on individuals to derive insights from their data and determine how to change their
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behavior [47, 66]. As a consequence, individuals with low technology and health literacy, who are most impacted by chronic diseases, are least equipped to reap the benefits [98, 99].

One approach to help individuals more easily derive insights from their data is to apply machine learning (ML) to find patterns and make predictions. Recent research initiatives have demonstrated high accuracy in broadly health-related tasks [44, 85]. ML methods can be applied to personal health data to find patterns of association between multiple streams of self-tracking data [6] or forecast changes in blood sugar levels [27].

However, incorporating ML into personal health applications has its own challenges. Interpreting the output of an ML algorithm also requires knowledge and skills, and can be just as challenging as exploring self-tracking data. What’s more, even if ML can identify insightful patterns, those patterns may not be sufficient to help an individual understand how to change their behaviors: they may not be actionable if there is no information about what an individual can do to change or mitigate the unwanted outcomes [6, 47]. For example, an identified correlation between weather and physical activity may be less actionable without specific suggestions for how to stay active on rainy days [6]. Similarly, a prediction of high blood sugar may be less actionable without explaining what contributed to the forecast or how to mitigate it [27]. Generating suggestions that inform individual action is the heart of the field of recommender systems (RecSys) [87, 95]. However, even for health-aware RecSys, ML is used to infer preferences, rather than the health impact of different choices; the health constraints for recommendations are assumed, not learned with ML [32, 83].

Other recent work has sought to incorporate recommendations based on ML-derived insights from self-tracking data, but were limited to an individual’s own past meals and therefore lacked variability [103], or relied on user’s self-perceptions of what behaviors impact health and were therefore unsurprising and less useful to users [47]. Thus, there a need for new approaches to translating inferences achieved with ML into recommendations that can guide individuals’ action.

To address these research gaps, we developed an approach to couple ML inferences with an expert system in order to generate actionable recommendations; we used this approach to design a system called GlucoGoalie that makes personalized suggestions for nutritional goals for individuals with T2D. GlucoGoalie uses ML to identify patterns in self-tracking data—meals and BG levels captured with the GlucoGoalie smartphone app—regarding the relationship between nutrition and change in BG after meals. Furthermore, GlucoGoalie relies on a rule-based expert system to translate ML output into actionable support by generating natural language recommendations for nutrition goals in order to improve BG levels. These goals reflect both individual patterns identified with ML and expert knowledge regarding ways to improve BG management. Goal setting is a common approach to behavior change interventions, with demonstrated efficacy [30, 74, 75]. Each personalized goal is a suggestion to increase or decrease the amount of a macronutrient in meals, or to replace one macronutrient with another. Finally, GlucoGoalie helps individuals work towards achieving their goals by asking them to self-assess prospective meals on their consistency with selected goals during logging and to review a summary of goal achievement.
We evaluated GlucoGoalie in two complementary studies conducted with individuals with T2D recruited from economically disadvantaged communities. First, in a controlled experiment, we assessed whether participants understood goal recommendations generated by GlucoGoalie, and whether they could act on them to compose meals that were consistent with the recommendations using paper food cutouts. Second, we sought to understand the experience of using ML-derived health goals in-the-wild with a 4-week deployment study.

The controlled experiment showed that participants understood goals and chose the correct meal for a given goal with 89% accuracy when meals were accompanied by nutritional labels (only 49% accuracy with meal images that did not include labels). When composing meals using paper food cutouts, participants chose meals that were consistent with the direction of their selected goal 67% of the time (68 of 102; $p < 0.001$). This suggested feasibility of using computationally generated goal recommendations to inform individuals’ meal choices.

In the deployment study, participants found GlucoGoalie easy to use, fun, and engaging. Participants’ self-discovery, which is typical for self-tracking apps, was further augmented and informed by the experience of receiving suggestions for personalized goals. How they chose which goal to follow highlighted the importance and multifaceted nature of personal preferences in nutrition recommendations. For example, participants looked for goals that were consistent with both their food preferences and their desire for variety in their diets. When working towards achieving their selected goals, participants described a desire for additional feedback on their progress. Moreover, they alluded to multiple contextual factors, such as their level of physical activity, previous meals, or even the season, that rendered certain goals as more or less useful in their daily lives. In addition, participants wished for a greater connection between goals that focused on their meals and their broader goals in life and health, such as reducing the need for medication. At the same time, some participants described difficulty understanding or acting on goal recommendations. Static text was sometimes ambiguous in communicating the goal’s meaning, and because goals were based on abstract concepts like macronutrients, some participants had difficulty connecting goals to their concrete meal decisions.

This work contributes to a newly emerging understanding of how ML-based methods can be used to make actionable suggestion to support self-management of chronic conditions. Specifically, it outlines a particular approach to translating ML inferences into actionable recommendation by coupling ML with a rule-based expert system. We discuss ways in which systems intended to support action can also support reflection, describe how our approach to personalizing based on health constraints is complementary to existing approaches to ML-based personalization, and argue for the need for systems that offer more interactivity, feedback, and negotiation.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Diabetes Self-Management and Personalization

In chronic conditions like type 2 diabetes (T2D), daily lifestyle behaviors, including food choices and physical activity, impact short- and long-term health status. A key goal in
T2D self-management is keeping blood glucose (BG) levels within target ranges. Dietary decisions have a direct impact on BG after each meal, but there is a high degree of variability between and within individuals. The same meal can have wildly different glycemic impacts across individuals [103], and the American Diabetes Association (ADA) recommends 1-on-1 counseling with diabetes educators to determine personalized nutrition goals and macronutrient targets [2]. Notably, it can be difficult for individuals to anticipate the impact of a particular meal on BG, even for experts [66].

2.2 Personal Informatics

Technologies for health and wellness have been a vibrant research area within HCI for several decades [55] with research focusing on persuasive behavior change interventions [81], health-focused games [41], and online health communities [68], among many other areas.

In addition to these more general interventions, many previous investigations have specifically focused on approaches to leveraging data collected with self-tracking. Personal informatics refers to a class of interactive technologies that help users to collect data about their behaviors and health, explore those data for patterns and trends, and engage in self-discovery, which is important for conditions with high individual variability like T2D [18, 64]. Li and colleagues described five stages of the self-discovery process with personal informatics: preparation, collection, integration, reflection, and action [64]. While the first few stages focus on self-tracking of personal data, the latter stages—reflection and action—are about how individuals’ beliefs and behaviors change in light of those data.

When it comes to reflection and action, the lion’s share of previous research has focused on supporting reflection as a means towards greater self-knowledge [5, 33, 57, 65, 67]. Typical personal informatics systems rely on users to actively explore their data, which may require considerable literacy and effort [37, 66]. This approach, while appropriate for highly engaged users with available time and appropriate skills and knowledge [18, 64, 65], may present considerable challenges to the larger population with chronic disease, including individuals with low literacy and numeracy [14, 59]. Attempts to reduce the burden of reflection have focused on lightweight logging approaches that may still spur reflection, like photo or audio journals [25, 33, 40]. Other work has endeavored to support reflection on personal data through collaboration with peers or experts [19, 53, 79, 82], or creates more scaffolding for self-discovery by structuring self-experimentation [26, 50, 51]. Yet others have applied ML to identify patterns in multiple streams of self-tracking data and present them to users [6], or to make predictions about future BG levels based on a meal [27], but these approaches still fall short of direct support for action [47]. Notably, EmotiCal makes predictions about an individual’s future mood, accompanied by recommendations for activities that might improve mood, but those recommendations are based on user-perceptions of what will improve mood, not direct inference from self-tracking data, and were therefore unsurprising and less useful to users [47]. In our research, we aim to build upon these previous efforts and use ML not only for arriving at inferences but adapt ML with an expert system to provide direct support for action by generating nutritional goal recommendations.
2.3 Data-Driven Goal Setting For Behavior Change

Goal setting is a common element in behavior change interventions [72] with demonstrated efficacy in mHealth applications [30]. Research in HCI has identified a number of important characteristics for goal setting applications including the need for autonomy in allowing users’ input in choosing their own health goals, as well as the importance of helping individuals track progress in goal attainment with a visual summary [24]; this prior work informed design decisions for GlucoGoalie.

Many goal setting interventions help users articulate their health goals or choose from a set of options. Some approaches have sought to automate aspects of the goal-setting process, for example through interactive dialogs [9], or with adaptive goals [58]; however, these approaches tend to focus on a single dimension of tracking, like step counts or calories, and may not be applicable for more complex nutritional choices [83]. Recent work by Schroeder [92] highlighted an interconnection between an individual’s goals and the types of self-tracking they engage in. In line with goal-directed tracking, GlucoGoalie uses self-tracking of meals and BG to inform personalized nutrition goals, and to assess progress in achieving selected goals over time through tracking.

2.4 Recommender Systems

Another set of methods and interventions for personalized support based on individual user data are recommender systems (RecSys) [87]. RecSys are especially common in the consumer space, for example recommending items for purchase on an e-commerce site, or videos on a streaming platform. In the case of health, however, applying RecSys approaches is more challenging [90]. RecSys aim to personalize recommendations based on user preferences but can have unintended consequences because what individual prefers and what is healthy may be at odds. An emerging research area aims to incorporate health constraints into RecSys methods [31, 32, 89, 102] based on user-specified diet preferences [102], weight loss goals [31], or population-level guidelines [83, 89]. While these approaches make important strides towards healthy recommendations, it is important to note that even these systems use ML primarily to infer user preferences, and impose assumed a priori, rather than learned, constrains on health [88]. Little work has explored how to learn personalized diet constraints or goals from self-tracking data.

3 GLUCOGOALIE

We designed GlucoGoalie through a user-centered design process building on our prior research with individuals with T2D from a predominantly Black and Latino economically disadvantaged community [86]. Figure 1 presents an overview of the pipeline for generating personalized goals. GlucoGoalie’s goal-generating engine includes two main components: a machine learning algorithm for detecting patterns of association between nutrition in meals and changes in BG levels, and an expert system that uses expert knowledge to generate recommendations for nutritional goals in order to improve BG levels. We describe these in more detail below.
3.1 Approach to Goal Setting

Our aim was to generate personalized recommendations for nutritional goals that can be actionable and easily understood by individuals with mixed levels of literacy. One of the key decisions in the design of GlucoGoalie was regarding the level of specificity in nutritional goals. We worked with a group of Certified Diabetes Educators (CDEs, n=3) to formulate goals that are consistent with the ones used in typical diabetes education and that focus on changes to macronutrient composition of meals. We made this choice for three main reasons. First, the macronutrient composition of a meal is directly related to its impact on BG, but the specifics of the relationship vary between individuals [36]. Second, nutrition education in diabetes emphasizes macronutrients to help individuals think flexibly about the nutritional composition of similar foods [101]. Third, using macronutrients as features has advantages for machine learning, offering a denser, low-dimensional feature representation compared to other representations like the specific food items in a meal. We worked with CDEs to create templates for goals that could be populated by an ML algorithm and identified three types of changes to meal composition that could impact post-meal BG: increase the amount of macronutrient, decrease the amount, or replace one macronutrient with another. Goals are meal-level because the balance of each meal has its own impact on BG, making day-level goals (e.g., daily calories) less appropriate. See Table 1 for a selection of goals.

3.2 Machine Learning

The high-level aim of the ML problem was to infer the relationship between an individual’s nutrition choices and changes in their BG levels after meals. The features in the ML problem are the meals a user has logged, specifically the grams of carbohydrates, protein, and fat. The outcome of interest—change in BG after a meal—is the difference between self-reported BG before the meal, compared with 2 hours after, which is the clinical standard [4]. The ML method to find patterns of association between nutrition and BG was based on Attributable Components Analysis (ACA), a non-parametric method for estimating the conditional expectation of a quantity of interest based on a set of covariates [96]. Because self-monitoring data are manually entered by users, there are often a small number of data points that are prone to include errors and outliers. These characteristics pose challenges for ML, and ACA has advantages over other methods like linear regression because it is able to capture non-linear relationships, is less sensitive to erroneous data points, and more effectively estimates uncertainty [73].

3.3 Expert System Interpretation and Guardrails

While ML can identify patterns in the relationship between meals and BG, these patterns alone are not sufficient to inform behavior. In a series of 10 sessions, we worked with CDEs to establish rules for interpreting the ML output and translating it into goal recommendations. For example, GlucoGoalie suggests goals only if ML infers patterns with an expected increase in BG above a clinically significant threshold (40 mg/dl). In addition, CDEs pointed out that some automatically generated recommendations might be inappropriate irrespective of their impact on BG, for example a goal to eat 100g of fat in a single meal. To mitigate this concern, we added a set of guardrails to filter out extreme recommendations based on population-level nutrition guidelines.
In co-designing the goal templates with CDEs, we also sought to formulate goals such that they could be understood and acted upon by individuals, even those with low nutrition literacy. Because we could not assume nutrition knowledge, we embedded necessary information within the goals themselves. First, each goal includes three examples of concrete foods rich in a target macronutrient. Examples are drawn from a knowledge base created using an ADA resource [101]. To increase their relevance, examples were selected from meal logs captured by participants of a prior self-tracking study; these participants were recruited from a similar population and captured their regular meals for 2-5 weeks, thus creating a rich collection of meals. Second, we considered multiple approaches to describing target macronutrient amounts, including standard units like grams, heuristics like fists and thumbs, or even the proportions of a plate covered with different types of foods, an approach consistent with ChooseMyPlate [97]. However, we dismissed visualizing proportions on a plate due to their lack of precision (15g of rice could be gathered together in a ball or spread thinly over the entire plate). Instead, we opted for the ADA-endorsed language of food “choices,” a system meant to simplify nutrition education [101]. A food “choice” is a unit similar to a serving size; it identifies servings of different foods with similar macronutrient compositions. For example, 1 carbohydrate choice is 15 grams, which could be 1 slice of toast or $\frac{1}{2}$ cup of rice. In addition, because “choices” are based on grams, the standard unit on food labels, each goal also includes the target amount in grams.

3.4 The GlucoGoalie App

To explore individuals’ perceptions and experience receiving personalized goal suggestions in-the-wild, we included them in a custom smartphone application with logging and goal-setting functionality.

GlucoGoalie helps individuals set goals for improving their diet and work towards achieving these goals. Users begin by choosing one or more nutritional goals from a list in the app (see Table 1 for a selection of goals). To promote engagement with the application before users have tracked enough meals to receive personalized goal recommendations, all users choose from the same set of “generic” goals at the outset. Each generic goal describes a generally healthy behavior, and was developed by experts in nutrition and diabetes [22]. Twice per week, GlucoGoalie analyzes the data of each user with at least 8 meals to generate personalized nutrition goals, described above. If new goals are available, GlucoGoalie sends a push notification, and users can view the new, personalized recommendations and choose any they wish to follow (Figure 2d).

Within the app, user can log their meals and enter their pre-meal BG. Two hours after the meal, GlucoGoalie sends a push notification reminder to enter a post-meal reading. To simplify the logging process, users log meals by taking a picture of the meal and typing a free text description (Figure 2a). Macronutrient data are entered by a team of Registered Dietitians (RDs) who assessed each meal following a standard protocol based on the USDA nutrition database [52], but similar results could be attained via crowdsourcing [78]. To keep goals as a central part of the experience and promote accountability, GlucoGoalie prompts users to assess whether their meal fits with each of their chosen goals while logging with either “Yes” or “Not Really” (Figure 2b); “Not Really” was identified as a preferred and
less judgmental option than “No” during user-centered design. Users can view their current goals, remove or choose new goals, and review a summary of goal attainment in the My Goals section of the app (Figure 2c).

4 STUDY 1: CONTROLLED EVALUATION

In the first evaluation study, we sought to assess whether the types of personalized goals generated by the system would be understandable and actionable for individuals with T2D.

4.1 Controlled Evaluation Methods

4.1.1 Participants and Procedure.—Participants were recruited from two types of health centers in a major US city: 1) a Federally Qualified Health Center (FQHC) in Brownsville Brooklyn, and 2) clinics affiliated with Columbia University Irving Medical Center. To be included, participants needed to be between 18- and 65-years-old with a self-reported diagnosis of type 2 diabetes (T2D) and proficient in English. After collecting consent, participants received a 10-minute, in-person nutrition training introducing the concept of food “choices” and reviewing macronutrients. Participants then completed the following three tasks:

Task 1: Goal Comprehension: To assess whether participants understood the content of the goals output by GlucoGoalie, participants were presented with an example goal “for a friend with diabetes,” and asked to choose which of two meals were a better fit with the goal. Meals were presented as a free text description with a nutrition label in the style of Facts Up Front [105] (see Supplementary Figure A); nutritional labels were included to ensure that this task was testing comprehension of goals, rather than individuals’ ability to assess nutritional composition of meals. This task was repeated twice.

Task 2: Goal/Image Matching: Because many meals are cooked at home, we included a second task to test comprehension of goal sentences using example meals without nutritional labels. Participants were again asked to choose which of two meals was a better fit with a presented, example goal, but could see only the meal image and description, with no macronutrient information (see Supplementary Figure B). Meal images were selected from a data set collected in ongoing research with individuals from a similar population. Meal pairs were chosen to include similar ingredients but vary in macronutrient content; the incorrect answer was at least 1 macronutrient “choice” different from the correct answer, and the difficulty varied across scenarios. To account for higher variability in meal images, this task was repeated for eight goal/meal-pair combinations.

Task 3. Meal Choice: The Virtual Buffet: To assess whether goals were actionable and participants could follow them, we simulated the process of choosing meals with a “virtual buffet” made up of food image cutouts (see Supplementary Figure C). Participants then received a tailored goal and were asked to choose additional meals with that goal in mind. Working 1-on-1, researchers asked participants to use the food cutouts to assemble a baseline meal for each type of meal (breakfast, lunch, and dinner) that was “closest to what
you would normally eat.” Importantly, there were multiple copies of each food item so participants could vary the amount of each food. Images were labeled with an amount in cups, tablespoons, or ounces, but never choices or grams (the units included in the goals themselves). We used images from a web-based resource [76] and our ongoing research and sought to include common staples like bacon and eggs as well as culturally relevant foods like fried plantains.

The baseline meals were used to identify goals that would require participants to vary from their typical macronutrient behavior by 1 to 1.5 macronutrient choices. For example, if a participant’s baseline meal had 3.5 carb choices and 1 protein choice, they would receive two goals: one to decrease carbs to 2 choices and another to increase protein to 2 choices. Participants chose one of the two goals, and then assembled “breakfast,” “lunch,” and “dinner” for three days in a row, with the chosen goal in mind (9 total meals). Researchers tallied the chosen food items to calculate nutrient compositions. During the 1-on-1 activity, researchers made note of participant comments and feedback, for example, questions about missing or inappropriate food items.

4.1.2 Data Analysis.—For the goal comprehension and goal/image matching tasks, we calculated binary accuracy as a percentage (#correct/ #correct + #incorrect). For the “virtual buffet” experiment, we analyzed the data in two dimensions: direction and accuracy. First, we examined whether participants’ meals were consistent with the direction of their chosen goal. For example, if the goal was to increase protein to 2 choices at lunch, we assessed whether subsequent lunches had more protein than baseline. A binomial test was used to determine whether performance was better than chance. Second, accuracy in meeting the goal target was measured with mean absolute error between participant choices and the goal target. For example, if the target was 2 choices, we assessed how close participant’s meals were to the target, on average.

To synthesize participants impressions from their comments during the study, research met to debrief and aggregate notes in a series of meetings to summarize key themes.

4.2 Controlled Evaluation Results

4.2.1 Participants.—We recruited and enrolled a total of 19 participants, including 10 from a Federally Qualified Health Center, and 9 from university-affiliated clinics. Four participants were excluded because of a data collection error for a total of 15 participants included in the analysis. As seen in Table 2, participants were predominantly female, and Black or Hispanic. Most were overweight or obese (body mass index ≥25).

4.2.2 Results.—For the goal comprehension task, when choosing which of the two nutrition labels met a given goal participants were correct 89% (SD = 21%) of the time. When choosing which of two meal images was a better match with a goal, participants chose the correct meal 49% (SD = 25%) of the time. When composing meals at the virtual buffet, meals were consistent with the direction of chosen goals 67% (68 of 102) of the time, significantly more than chance per a binomial test (p < 0.001). There was no difference in the percentage of meals consistent with the direction of chosen goals by meal type, macronutrient, or direction of goal. At the same time, there was a high degree of variability
in precisely meeting the goal target. Meals were an average of 0.83 (SD = 0.56) “choices” away from the goal target. For example, given the goal “reduce carbs to 2 choices (30g),” participants were an average of $\frac{4}{5}$ carb choices (12g), from the target.

We identified two key themes in the comments made by participants during and after the virtual buffet activity. First, most participants commented on the limited selection of food items to choose from. Many recounted what they would normally eat, which was sometimes missing, for example oatmeal at breakfast. Usually, participants were able to select items they do eat from the available choices. Second, when choosing which goal to follow, participants often stated that they understood the goals. However, use of “choices” as a unit led to confusion, and some participants expressed uncertainty about how much food to take. Participants interpreted “2 choices” to mean two different food items, regardless of the amount (e.g., rice and bread) as opposed to a measurable quantity (e.g., $\frac{2}{5}$ cup of rice), as intended.

5 STUDY 2: DEPLOYMENT STUDY

In the second study, we sought to better understand participants’ experience receiving and following personalized goal recommendations from an app, based on their own self-tracking data, and conducted a 4-week deployment study with GlucoGoalie. Due to the timeline of this externally funded project, we did not update the design between the two studies.

5.1 Deployment Study Methods

5.1.1 Participants and Procedure.—Participants were recruited from Columbia University Irving Medical Center, with the same inclusion criteria as study 1. In an initial visit, participants received a one-hour nutrition training introducing relevant concepts like food “choices” and macronutrients. An investigator introduced participants to the GlucoGoalie application, helped them set an initial goal of their choice, and asked them to log meals at home with BG readings before and two-hours after meals, for 4 weeks. During training, we told participants that GlucoGoalie would recommend goals based on their own records, that these goals were made by a computer, not a human expert, and that available goals would change over time. In addition to push notifications, the study coordinator also contacted participants the very first time they received personalized goals. After the 4-week period, participants returned for 1-hour semi-structured interviews. To minimize barriers to participation, individuals without smartphone received an Android phone and could keep it after completing the study (participants who had their own smartphones received its monetary equivalent, $150). All participants received $20 for the initial visit and debrief interview.

5.1.2 Data Analysis.—We downloaded usage log data from the application server and calculated descriptive usage statistics including the numbers of meals logged, goals selected, and goals used. Debrief interviews were audio recorded and transcribed verbatim. We analyzed interview transcripts and usage logs with inductive thematic analysis [12]. The lead author coded 2 transcripts (25%) collaboratively with a second author to create an initial codebook. Then the first and senior author independently coded an additional 2 transcripts
(25%), and met in person to discuss coding schemes and resolve all discrepancies through discussion. The remaining interviews were coded independently by the first author with periodic discussion with the research team, followed by an affinity mapping session to group codes into primary themes and subthemes. Participant meal logs, usage, and goal attainment were considered throughout the coding process to contextualize user statements. After coding was complete, we examined data saturation and theme comprehensiveness across participants [39, 43].

5.2 Deployment Study Results

Below, we briefly describe participants’ demographics and usage of the GlucoGoalie app, and then continue to describe the four main themes from the thematic analysis: 1) receiving goal suggestion informs self-discovery, 2) choosing goals highlights individual preferences, 3) following goals demonstrates the importance of feedback and context, and 4) challenges understanding and following goals in practice. As shown in Table 3, data saturation was reached and themes were prevalent across participants.

5.2.1 Participant Background and Demographics.—A total of 10 participants were enrolled in the deployment study. Two participants were lost to follow-up or withdrew for personal reasons, for a total of 8 participants who completed the deployment study and were included in the analysis. There was some overlap between the controlled experiment and the deployment study, with 2 participants completing both studies. As shown in Table 2, the demographic breakdown was comparable across the two studies. While median income was higher in the deployment study, the distributions were similar, and the deployment study clinics were in an area with a higher cost of living (Manhattan vs. Brooklyn).

Participants had mixed and often poor experiences with self-management prior to enrolling in the study. Many reported poor eating habits and being indiscriminate about their meals:

“… before that I eat whatever. Yeah, whatever. Dinner time, I eat whatever.” P2

Others often skipped meals, which led to overeating later in the day:

“… I only skip breakfast. I wasn’t always very good about lunch. So, then I’ll be famished. I would eat crap because I was hungry.” P5

Along with challenges with nutrition, participants described challenges keeping their BG within target ranges:

“Sometimes [my blood sugar] goes very high or goes very low.” P4

“Yeah, a mess, my sugar level was high everyday 300, and the doctor was upset to me.” P1

Some participants had tried prior bouts of focused self-management, with mixed success in the long run. Three participants had previously tracked their meals on paper, but none had tracked with an app.

5.2.2 Impressions and Usage.—Overall, participants reported that they enjoyed the experience of using GlucoGoalie, and found it fun, easy, and direct.
“It was fun. They laugh about me because every time I was going to eat — no, wait a minute. I can’t start eating. I’ve got to take a picture of it… It was fun to play.” P2

They also actively engaged with the main part of the app: setting and following goals.

“I try to follow the goals and instructions if I’m trying to improve my intake. That’s what I’m trying to do most of the time. Because every day I try to follow a better diet and try to have more greens.” P4

Usage statistics over the 4-week study are presented in Table 4. Participants showed high engagement with logging features: on average they recorded more than 3 meals per day, and all participants set at least one goal. However, only about 40% (3 of 8) of participants actively engaged with different features of the app, such as setting new goals and viewing progress towards goal achievement; these were savvy users of smartphones with previous experience using apps. In contrast, most of the participants in the study (5 of 8; about 60%) were more accustomed to using their smartphones exclusively to make phone calls and rarely used any apps. These individuals often took a minimalist approach to engaging with GlucoGoalie: they tracked their meals and assessed these meals on fit with chosen goals, but did not engage with any other features without prompts from investigators.

Regarding personalized goals, 88% of participants (7 of 8) received personalized goals while in the study; one participant did not receive any personalized goals because their BG levels were well-controlled. Of those who received a goal recommendation, 71% (5 of 7) selected at least one of these goals in the app. However, 3 participants did not notice a push notification informing them of a new goal suggestion, and only selected one after a call from the study coordinator.

As a result of following the goals they had chosen, many participants developed new habits, and internalized personalized goal suggestions to the point that they became integrated with their daily practice:

“Even anything longer than two weeks will probably just make it into more of a habit for me. I’ll probably eat two weeks to get comfortable with how much fat I’m taking, let’s say the goal was on fat, so then after that it would just be more of a habit.” P8

At the end of the study, many participants described seeing changes not just in their behaviors, but also in their actual blood glucose levels.

“I did notice because sometimes it was 200. When I see that it was 200, it was after I eat. Oh yeah. After I—but before, 250, 270—because I was eating a lot of food. Five or six in the night.” P2

“And the sugar went down. … Today, I tested, it was 121.” P6

5.3 Theme 1—Receiving Goal Suggestion Informs Self-Discovery

To personalize goals, GlucoGoalie included features for tracking meals and BG levels. The study showed that even these requisite tracking features often led to discoveries and new insights. Furthermore, the experience of viewing both generic and personal goal suggestions
helped individuals critically reflect on their behaviors, thus serving as an additional catalyst for learning.

Through tracking and reflecting on their meals, participants described some of the patterns and insights they observed between the foods they were eating and their BG levels.

“I did it for two days and I tested my sugar, oh, this is the rice… So, I stopped eating rice for two days, and then when I stopped eating rice, it got lower.” P6

Beyond tracking, the goal setting features in GlucoGoalie scaffolded the self-discovery process. For example, P2 learned from their goal to “eat whole fruits instead of juice”

“When I drink the juice, I see that sugar is what was high. And I learned that that was the problem. … Now, when I eat, I don’t drink juice.” P2

In many cases, participants used the personalized goal recommendations they received to reflect on their behaviors and sought to reconcile these recommendations with what they had already knew or suspected about themselves.

“And I know that, my carbs like I said, are usually high. I think that, my first, what I gravitate to first in any meal is the carb and that’s what I want more of… So, I’m not like surprised that it recommends reducing the carbs and trying to replace it with something else.” P3

Participants sometimes noted that the goal they received was something they were already trying to work on. For example, P4 described their reaction to receiving a suggestion to reduce the amount of fat in their meals:

“I’m trying to decrease the amount of food and so that’s why, I think it’s important to decrease the amount of fat and that is one of the problems that I have with the fat.” P4

Receiving personalized goal suggestions provided a reference point for participant’s own views of their self-management pitfalls and needs, as well as a jumping off point to guide reflection on their behaviors.

5.4 Theme 2—Choosing Goals Highlights Individual Preferences

5.4.1 A Checkpoint or a Challenge.— Most participants commented that some goals in the GlucoGoalie app seemed harder to achieve than others. However, when choosing which goals to follow, participants took a variety of different approaches. Some participants chose goals that seemed highly achievable, or were the sorts of behaviors they were already doing regularly; these participants viewed goals as a checkpoints or reminders to be more consistent.

“I like that it was a goal that it was more feasible to me. So, it was just a good like a checkpoint for me not sort of a reminder but kind of like, oh it’s going with what I’m doing. So, it’s just reminding me.” P8

In contrast, other participants were interested in choosing goals that were more challenging as self-motivation to change their current habits.
“Yes, I go to the notification and started looking at the new one. That’s why, when I first took the other substitute of water for over sodas. I realized, well that’s not really a goal because I’ve been doing that already. So, I need to change to something more difficult because I was done with the other one.” P4

5.4.2 Importance of personal food preferences.—In addition to the perceived degree of challenge in a given goal, personal likes and dislikes regarding different foods factored in prominently to participants’ decisions of which goal to choose. To illustrate personalized goals, GlucoGoalie included three examples with different foods at the end of each goal (see Table 1). For many participants, these examples were critical factors to deciding whether to try a goal or not. When asked to explain why they selected a particular personalized goal, participants often referenced the examples as their justification for selecting or eliminating a goal from consideration.

“That one is okay, because I used to eat the oatmeal, one slice of toast, yeah that one is okay.” P1

Along with expressing their interest or distaste for certain foods, participants also mentioned the importance of variety, and opted for suggestions that incorporated new ideas to break what they perceived as the monotony of healthy eating. For example, P2 was looking for examples of vegetables they could eat other than broccoli:

“I don’t know, like, if I want to eat like broccoli, I will be tired. And I’m not going to eat it every day.” P2

5.5 Theme 3—Following Goals Demonstrates the Importance of Feedback and Context

5.5.1 Fitting Goals with the Context of Daily Life.—The need for greater personalization extended beyond choosing which goal to pursue and impacted participants’ ability to successfully incorporate new goals within their daily lives. In some cases, participants had established patterns that they did not want to change, for example eating the same thing for breakfast every day because it worked for them, or skipping breakfast entirely because their morning routine did not allow for it. Furthermore, balancing meals within a day or week was just as important. What made sense for an upcoming meal depended in part on what happened earlier in the day.

“Since I’m a busy woman… it kind of just has to go back to like how my day is. So, I know that if I didn’t meet it for one of my meals, I’ll have to meet it for the next meal.” P8

This balance extended to seasonal patterns as well, where different kinds of meals were appealing during different parts of the year.

“I don’t want to have a hearty breakfast compared to like in the winter.” P8

Many participants touted that it was easier to follow goals when preparing their own meals at home, but much harder when eating outside, at a restaurant or other gathering. Goals in GlucoGoalie lent themselves particularly to the home context, but different goals may be useful in other contexts.
“...well at least for me... it was very hard for me to manage using the app when I went out to eat.” P3

When goals felt appropriate also depended on the context of other self-management and health goals, for example exercise. P5 noted that they often include more carbs in their meals after exercising, but less if they have not exercised that day:

“So, I know, if I have exercise, walking or an exercise routine after a meal that’s going to be a little bit more high carbs. That has made an impact.” P5

### 5.5.2 Importance of Feedback and Seeing Progress

Participants were eager for feedback on their progress. This included whether they were successfully meeting the goals they had set in GlucoGoalie, for example, whether the amounts of specific macronutrients in their meals were more consistent with their chosen goals. Most participants found this challenging and had to come up with strategies. Some started measuring their foods to get a better sense for portion sizes and proportions:

“When I got after I started, I look for a [measuring] cup and I started to follow the instructions.” P4

In general, participants were eager for feedback on their progress:

“Everybody would like to know how they’re doing… Because if I’m eating less and it’s not doing no good, what’s the point of me doing it?” P2

In particular, many participants described not only the goals they had set with GlucoGoalie, but also their higher-level goals, motivations, and aspirations. These goals were not at the specific and achievable level of “drink more water,” but reflected general desires for leading a healthy life. Importantly, different participants expressed different motivations. Some participants expressed a desire to lose weight, or to see that their blood glucose levels were lowering.

“Definitely in terms of weight loss but like also my actual numbers in terms of my blood sugar.” P3

Other participants were also interested in improving their diabetes management, and had the goal of improving control of blood glucose levels, so that they could reduce their dosage of oral medications like metformin.

“Because I want to keep it as level as possible to try to stay off medications.” P7

### 5.6 Theme 4—Challenges Understanding and Following Goals in Practice

#### 5.6.1 Balancing Abstract and Concrete in Nutritional Goals

Nutritional goals in GlucoGoalie included references to both specific foods and food groups, such as “Drink more water” and also macronutrients, such as “replace 1 carb choice with 1 protein choice at lunch”. Many participants’ comments related to the interplay between abstract and concrete when thinking about nutrition.
In general, participants enjoyed goals that were concrete and easy to implement without additional knowledge. This was particularly the case for generic goals that typically targeted familiar foods or food groups.

“Those were right. Those were easy and I’ve been, I have been intentional to drink a bottle of water at every main meal and then have a bottle or two in between.” P5

However, personalized goals were more abstract with a focus on macronutrients rather than specific foods. These goals were typically described as harder to understand and meet.

“The replacement, it was, you know was dropping, half a carb replacing, half carb. That was a little harder to figure out. So, it will require a little more thinking.” P5

Furthermore, participants’ attitudes towards more abstract, macronutrient-oriented goals were influenced by their apparent knowledge of nutrition. About half of participants were comfortable identifying macronutrients, estimating portion size, and discussing steps they could take to meet these goals with their meal choices.

“So, I still go by the basics even from when I went to the nutritionist of like using like my palms, like the two fingers, index fingers. Actually, do work well for like teaspoons and tablespoons.” P8

The other half of participants described themselves as not being familiar with macronutrients and estimating portion sizes. For these participants, goals formulated using macronutrients and “choices” as units presented an impassable barrier and were often dismissed. These participants often referred to using visual proportions of different types of foods on their plate to gauge how healthy their meals were:

“I use my plate, but I try to go as they show me in the program, you see the plate then half it’s a vegetable or fruit, this is a protein and that one is a carbohydrate.” P1

5.6.2 Imprecision of Text for Delivery of Goal Suggestions.—Even for those with higher nutrition literacy, participants were not always consistent in how they interpreted personalized goals, and there were a number of misunderstandings. For example, some terminology, like “choices” as a unit of measure, was often interpreted as an option to choose two different food items, regardless of the amount. P2 described their effort to achieve a goal of eating 2 fat choice (10g) at breakfast by stating that they ate two high fat food, but not the amounts of either:

“Sometimes I put it together, the mozzarella on top of the egg which means I’m taking two fats.” P2 While this meal may have been consistent with P2’s goal, they are saying they believe they achieved their goal because they chose two fat-based ingredients, not because the amount of total fat in the meal is consistent with the goal.

In addition, participants sometimes struggled with the numerical content in goals, for example the combination of both “choices” and “grams” as units.
“‘Decrease your fat to about four fat choices.’ That part is pretty clear. The only part that I say, kind of gets tricky where I guess you’re adding numbers with words would be the ‘20 grams.’” P8

In general, static text alone was limited in its ability to convey the more abstract nutrition goals. During the interviews, participants asked a number of clarifying questions, for example asking which foods count as which macronutrients. Some participants suggested that visual aids for portion size estimation would be a welcome addition.

6 DISCUSSION

The goal of this research was to examine individuals’ experiences with receiving, selecting, and following computationally generated nutritional goals for T2D. In designing GlucoGoalie, we took the approach of combining ML analysis of individuals’ self-tracking data with an expert system to computationally generate recommendations for nutritional goals that are likely to lead to improvement in BG levels.

This approach has several important distinctions compared to previously proposed systems. First, the ML inference in GlucoGoalie directly examines the relationship between behavior and a health marker (BG) to inform recommendations; not by assuming which behaviors are healthy [83], or relying on user’s self-perceptions of what behaviors impact health [47]. GlucoGoalie makes recommendations in the multidimensional space of nutritional composition, versus the unidimensional space of steps [58] or calories [83], which makes it more complex. Furthermore, unlike other recommendation approaches (e.g., MyBehavior [83]), integration of expert knowledge within the expert system enables GlucoGoalie to make suggestions that extend beyond individuals’ past behaviors (previously captured meals).

We evaluated this approach in two studies that examined whether individuals can understand and follow nutritional goals generated by the expert system using ML inferences, and what experiences would result from receiving and following such goals in the context of individuals’ daily lives.

In the controlled experiment, we found that participants were largely able to understand and act on computationally derived goals in a controlled setting. Participants correctly chose meals that met a goal 89% of the time when these meals were accompanied by corresponding nutritional labels. When composing meals to meet a chosen goal at a “virtual buffet,” participants assembled meals in the correct direction of the goal 67% of the time. This suggests that individuals were able to understand the personalized goals, and were moderately successful when composing meals to meet goals. At the same time, additional findings highlight the complexity of nutrition decisions. When choosing which of two meal images met a given goal without nutrition labels, participants were correct only 49% of the time. This aligns with prior research suggesting that individuals have difficulty comparing macronutrient quantities from photographs alone [13]. In addition, participant comments during the study indicated confusion about some of the nutrition terminology in goals, and there was considerable variability in meeting the exact goal target. This suggests that
participants formed a general idea of how to achieve goals, but had difficulty precisely implementing the recommendations.

The deployment study found similar successes and challenges for participants in understanding and acting on goal recommendations. Specifically, it showed that participants were generally able to understand goals, and at least attempted to follow them. The results also reiterated challenges related to specific design choices, like the use of the word “choice” to describe macronutrient quantities.

In addition, the deployment study revealed a number of insights related to the experience of receiving and following goal suggestions in everyday life. Specifically, it highlighted the relationship between supporting reflection and direct support for action, the alignment between goals with individuals eating practices and larger aspirations, and the need for interactive approaches that enable feedback and negotiation. Below we discuss these themes and relate them to our design choices.

### 6.1 Balancing Support for Reflection and Action

Personal informatics aims to increase self-knowledge and, ultimately, inform future action through collection of and reflection on self-tracking data [64]. However, reflecting on data can be burdensome, and not everyone has the necessary time, mental energy, and literacy. In contrast, there is a long tradition of research in behavior change interventions that focus less on reflection and provide more direct support for action through a variety of behavior change techniques [72]. One limitation of traditional behavior change interventions is that they rely on predetermined behavior goals to nudge users towards, but in the case of chronic conditions like T2D, different goals may be appropriate for different individuals based on their physiology and response to diet. While a more direct approach may mitigate the burden of reflection, a potential concern is that it could lead to individuals following the system’s recommendations without attaining the benefits of learning and self-discovery, which could have a negative impact on autonomy [49].

Our study suggested that it is possible to reach a middle ground between these extremes. Because GlucoGoalie used an expert system to generate concrete goal recommendations, it was able to provide direct support for action. At the same time, because goals were informed by ML analysis of self-tracking data, the participants often engaged in reflection similar to the one enabled by personal informatics solutions. The participants appreciated the more direct support for action through goal recommendations: those who selected personalized goals in the app described making changes and choosing meals that would be consistent with goals, for example taking increased care to measure the components of their meal. At the same time, the study showed that participants found tracking meals and BG levels to be informative, an experience similar to most personal informatics solutions [47, 65]. Furthermore, we found that participants actively engaged with the recommendations they received and took them as an additional prompt and opportunity for reflection, beyond that provided by the personal data itself. Participants compared goal suggestions to their own self-perceptions of their eating habits and used them as a mirror to re-examine their past choices. In this way, we found a synergy between offering direct support for action as a part of an application that enables reflection via self-tracking.
These findings highlight the potential for solutions that balance support for both reflection and action. First, future work could more directly explore the relationship between actionable recommendations and reflection in self-tracking, for example comparing engagement in self-tracking with and without the addition of actionable recommendations. Second, in this work, the connection between one’s behaviors and the recommendations they received were not explained or made explicit by the application, but relied on users to fill in those gaps. Future work could endeavor to make the connections between personal data and recommendations more salient for users, which may further support engagement and reflection. For example, actionable recommendations could be enhanced by presenting visual summaries of the self-tracking data that informed the specific goal recommendations [34, 91]. This additional information can serve as a form of explanation for the recommendations, and prior work has demonstrated the importance of explanations in facilitating nutritional learning [13]. A growing body of research in explainable ML may offer potential avenues to make recommendations in support of action and ground them with an explanation to support reflection [100]. Future work could further incorporate advances in explainable ML to personal informatics applications.

6.2 Aligning Goals with Eating Experiences and Personal Aspirations

Because GlucoGoalie relied on an expert system to generate recommendations as natural language sentences, one of our challenges was to find the right form to formulate these recommendations. Through the design process, we took the approach of formulating goals in terms of macronutrient amounts [36], which has the advantage of allowing individuals to flexibly apply their goal to different types of foods and meals, with the ability to freely incorporate their food preferences. However, this study demonstrated some limitations of this approach. While participants who expressed comfort with nutrition terminology were able to adopt goals, those with lower nutrition literacy and less comfort measuring or weighing their food had trouble understanding and following goals. Making meal choices ultimately comes down to what’s on one’s plate, and participants sometimes found it difficult to connect somewhat abstract goals to concrete meal choices.

An alternative and common form of nutrition suggestions are recipe or meal plan recommendations, which are much more concrete and consistent with how participants think about their meals and diet. However, as recommendations become more concrete, they need to take into account individual’s food preferences, and there are more opportunities to miss the mark. We found this with the “examples” included with each personalized goal: idiosyncratic preferences for a single food item in the list was a major factor in whether a participant would choose a goal or not. Recommender systems (RecSys) excel at making concrete suggestions based on personal preferences, learned from users’ past behavior or characteristics [87], and can incorporate additional constraints like food allergies [48]. While GlucoGoalie focused on personalizing recommendations based on health constraints, this approach could be complimentary with growing research in health-aware RecSys [32]. Meal logs and macronutrient-centered goals from GlucoGoalie could be used as inputs to a preference-based RecSys to generate concrete suggestions that would help individuals connect their goals to what’s on their plate.
In addition to food preferences, participants highlighted the importance of context in determining when a goal was appropriate, for example the time of year, how active one has been, and what other meals have been eaten recently. Making contextually-appropriate recommendations adds another dimension of complexity [84]. Mobile phones and sensors can offer clues to the user’s current state, and there is a long history of research in context-aware computing within HCI and Ubiquitous Computing [28]. In health, location-based prompts have been used to help prevent relapse triggers [17], and step counts can inform adaptive fitness goals based on recent activity levels [58], but have not been widely used in nutrition [83].

A final tension was participants’ desire for a greater connection between specific nutritional goals and their larger aspirations in life and health. Participants did not always see the connection between concrete, quantifiable self-tracking-related goals and larger, more abstract, qualitative motivations. Niess and Woźniak observed the relationship between tracking goals and qualitative health goals in the context of individuals setting goals with fitness trackers [77]. For example, a quantitative, self-tracking goal of walking 12k steps a day might be connected to a qualitative goal of losing weight, and a higher-level goal of feeling well. In the case of GlucoGoalie, because the algorithm suggests quantitative goals, it’s even more important to draw a connection back to an individual’s qualitative goals, like improving BG levels. Researchers have explored methods to elicit these values and motivations [7] and future work could explore how to connect them to quantitative tracking goal [77].

6.3 Interactivity, Negotiation, and Feedback

By taking the approach of using an expert system to interpret ML output, GlucoGoalie produced static, text-based recommendations. One of the limitations of this approach was that we were unable to resolve the misinterpretations and misunderstandings that are likely to arise in a complex domain like nutrition. In some cases, participants did not understand the nutrition terminology, and in other cases they understood the vocabulary, but misinterpreted the intended meaning. One approach to make nutrition goals more understandable is to incorporate illustrations. In health risk communication, illustrations and infographics have been used successfully to improve comprehension of complex information [3, 42, 104]. A similar visual approach has been applied to assist low literacy adults with portion size estimation [16], and could be used here to better convey numerical content in personalized goals.

A second approach is to offer the opportunity for questions and answers in a back-and-forth exchange. This more interactive approach could introduce concepts, answer users’ questions, and more fully explain goal recommendations. Along these lines, conversational agents have been used to support interactive goal setting, health coaching, and motivational interviewing [10, 62]. Generally, these approaches are based on a set list of goals, not personalized based on user self-tracking data. Combining conversational agents with computationally personalized goal setting is a potential direction for future work. A more interactive and conversational interaction style would also offer another approach to address the challenges of context, discussed above, to allow participants to have input on their goals and negotiate...
Finally, this approach might also address the lack of proactive engagement from some users, particularly those with less technology comfort, who did not explore app features and sometimes did not notice updates to their available goals. While many smartphone features rely on users accessing features to pull information or support, conversational approaches can proactively initiate interactions, which may lead to a higher level of engagement with these features [8, 38, 93]. Enabling negotiation within the space of possible goals expands on the complexity of recommendations, and may require more sophisticated and flexible methods than the rule-based expert system used in GlucoGoalie. Machine learning approaches like mechanistic, controller, or reinforcement learning models are a potential vein of future exploration [1, 63, 69].

In another opportunity for increased interactivity, participants expressed resounding interest in more feedback about their progress in achieving their goals, and the impact of this progress on their overall health. Feedback is an important component of learning in goal-setting [29], and while participants were able to self-assess each meal against their goal and view a summary of their goal attainment, they were interested in additional feedback from GlucoGoalie. One approach to providing feedback is to engage dietitians and other healthcare professionals. However, this increases reliance on human experts, thus limiting the scalability of the approach. Previous research in coaching interventions explored offering automated feedback, especially for physical activity [20, 45, 83]. Similar techniques could be applied to nutrition in future research.

6.4 Limitations

As an initial step towards exploring actionable health recommendations, this work has a number of limitations. Both studies had small sample sizes, and while the sample was recruited from economically disadvantaged communities, it was not representative: participants were skewed female, and predominantly black or Latino. This cohort from a single United States metro area, may not account for important cultural differences nationally or globally [94]. In addition, the study ran for 4-weeks, and usage patterns and engagement may change with extended use. Finally, while we report qualitative perceptions, we did not quantitatively examine changes in BG or other health outcomes because of the small sample and short timeframe [54].

6.5 Conclusion

While self-tracking data hold potential to inform action, deriving actionable insights is challenging and burdensome for individuals. In this work, we explored an approach that combines ML with an expert system to generate goals that are personalized based on an individual’s health data. We found that support for action can also support, augment, and inform reflection. We connected our findings with both prior research and open questions in personal informatics, goal-setting, and health-based recommender systems, and argue that future interventions could incorporate more interactive, dialog-based components with conversational agents.
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A: APPENDICES

A CONTROLLED EXPERIMENT MATERIALS

This section contains supplementary figures with example materials used in the controlled experiment.
### 2 Nutritional goal activity

A friend of yours with diabetes worked with their dietitian to set a nutritional goal. They asked you for help picking a meal that meets the goal.

**Your Friend’s Goal:** For high fat lunches, decrease your fat to be about 2½ fat choices (12g). An example of 1 fat choice is ¼ medium avocado, 1 ounce of mozzarella, or 1½ teaspoons of peanut butter.

Below is the nutrition information for two different meals. Please circle the nutrition information that you think is closer to your friend’s nutritional goal.

![Nutrition Information](image)

**Meal A**
- Carb: 49g
- Fat: 14g
- Protein: 25g

**Meal B**
- Carb: 72g
- Fat: 19g
- Protein: 31g

**Supplementary Figure A.**
An example item from the goal comprehension task
7 Nutritional goal activity

A friend of yours with diabetes worked with their dietitian to set a nutritional goal. They asked you for help picking a meal that meets the goal.

Your Friend’s Goal: For high carb lunches, replace 1 carb choice with 1 heart healthy fat choice. For example, replace 1 apple with 1 ounce of feta or 1 ounce of mozzarella.

Below are images and descriptions for two different meals. Please circle the meal that you think is closer to your friend’s nutritional goal.

Supplementary Figure B.
An example item from the goal/image matching task
Supplementary Figure C.
The “virtual buffet” for breakfast meals.
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- **Human-centered computing** → Human computer interaction (HCI); Empirical studies in HCI; Ubiquitous and mobile computing.
Figure 1:
An overview of the pipeline for generating personalized goal recommendations in GlucoGoalie.
Figure 2:
The GlucoGoalie mobile application. (a) Logging a meal with a photo and free text description. (b) Users self-assess whether they met their chosen goals. (c) A summary of goal achievement. (d) Reviewing and choosing new personalized goals to work on after receiving a push notification.
A selection of nutritional goals available in GlucoGoalie. Generic goals are available for all users from when they first use the app. Personalized goals are recommended for an individual based on ML-based analysis of recorded meals and blood glucose readings. Underlined words are personalized for each user based on their data. Note: A food “choice” is a unit similar to a serving size that identifies servings of different foods with similar macronutrient compositions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Personalized</td>
<td>Decrease your carbs to 2½ carb choices</td>
<td>For high carb lunches, decrease your carbs to be about 2½ carb choices. (38g). An example of 1 carb choice is 1 slice of whole wheat toast, 1 cup of plantains, or 1 cup of brown rice.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personalized</td>
<td>Increase your protein to 3 protein choices</td>
<td>For low protein dinners, increase your protein to be about 3 lean protein choices. (21g). An example of 1 lean protein choice is 1 ounce of lean ground beef, 1/2 cup of tofu, or 1 ounce of chicken breast.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personalized</td>
<td>Replace 2 carb choices with 2 lean protein choices</td>
<td>For high carb dinners, replace 2 carb choices with 2 lean protein choices. For example, replace 1/2 cup of rice with 2 ounce of ground turkey or 2 ounces of tilapia.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generic</td>
<td>Choose whole fruits</td>
<td>Choose whole fruits instead of fruit juices. For example, have a whole orange, an apple, or a cup of berries with your meals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generic</td>
<td>Choose plant proteins</td>
<td>Include proteins that come from plants, such as beans, nuts and seeds, and legumes. For example, choose a cup of beans, a handful of peanuts, or a cup of lentils to add protein to your meal.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographics</th>
<th>Study 1: Controlled Experiment</th>
<th>Study 2: Deployment Study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N Enrolled (Incl. in Analysis)</td>
<td>19 (15)</td>
<td>10 (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td>80% Female</td>
<td>71% Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnicity</td>
<td>47% Hispanic</td>
<td>86% Hispanic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race</td>
<td>17% White, 42% Black, 41% Other/Refused</td>
<td>43% White, 29% Black, 29% Other/Refused</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>54 ± 9 years</td>
<td>55.7 ± 9.5 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body Mass Index (BMI)</td>
<td>37.4 ± 13.9</td>
<td>41.8 ± 14.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median Household Income</td>
<td>$20,000-$39,999</td>
<td>$40,000-$59,999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median Education Level</td>
<td>Some College</td>
<td>Some College</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3:

Prevalence of themes across participant interviews. Each purple-shaded cell indicates that a theme was present for a participant. Theme 1 was prevalent in 100% of interviews, while Theme 4 was prevalent in 50% of interviews.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme 1: Receiving goal suggestion informs self-discovery</th>
<th>P1</th>
<th>P2</th>
<th>P3</th>
<th>P4</th>
<th>P5</th>
<th>P6</th>
<th>P7</th>
<th>P8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Theme 2: Choosing goals highlights individual preferences</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A checkpoint or a challenge</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Importance of personal food preferences</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theme 3: Following goals demonstrates the importance of feedback and context</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fitting goals with the context of daily life</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Importance of feedback and seeing progress</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theme 4: Challenges understanding and following goals in practice</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balancing abstract and concrete in nutrition goals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imprecision of text for delivery of goal suggestions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4:

GlucoGoalie usage statistics over the 4-week study (N=8)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Usage Variable</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># meals logged</td>
<td>Median: 93.5, Range: 14 to 158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># BG readings logged</td>
<td>Median: 173, Range: 21 to 314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% received personalized goals</td>
<td>88% (7 of 8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% used personalized goals</td>
<td>63% (5 of 8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># unique personalized goals used during study period</td>
<td>Median: 3 goals, Range: 0 to 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-meal BG (mean ± SD)</td>
<td>135.0 ± 36.7 mg/dL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-meal BG (mean ± SD)</td>
<td>156.1 ± 47.7 mg/dL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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